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Literature, New Media, and Perception 

(Panel)  

 
Primary Area / Secondary Area  

Anglophone / Cultural Studies and Media Studies  

Chair(s)  

Bora Kang (SUNY Binghamton University)  

Abstract  

With the invention of photography in the mid-19th century, reality no longer depended on the 
autonomous interpretation of the subject's view, but was instead objectively perceived and 
recognizable. Contrary to painting, photography fueled changes in perception and perceived 
reality by realistically reproducing the object as it exists. Now, the 21st century stands under 
the aegis of the image, a culture dominated by pictures, visual simulations, illusions, copies, and 
reproductions—creating an inflection point where visual paradigms compete with and even 
threaten traditional practices. New technological achievements of the digital era have led to 
revolutionary changes in communication and representation and formed new connections 
between literature and visual arts. Further, a computerized media has penetrated all fields of 
aesthetics and material culture, raising philosophical and aesthetic concerns about the 
distinction between art and nature, the status of the original and its imitation, and the artist 
and the artifact. In this session, we will examine the vibrations and interactions between new 
technological media (especially visual media or art) and perception to explore how they are 
revealed in literature. 

 

The Marvel Cinematic Universe: Examining a Post-Endgame World (Roundtable)  

 
Primary Area / Secondary Area  

Cultural Studies and Media Studies / Women's and Gender Studies  

Chair(s)  

Lindsay Bryde (SUNY Suffolk County Community College)  

Abstract  

This roundtable will be looking holistically at perspectives on the first twenty-two films in the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU). A promise of an epic adventure was made at the end of 
2008’s Iron Man, when Nick Fury brought on his first recruit, and it was reaffirmed when 
audiences were shown what prompted him to devise the concept at the end of Captain Marvel. 



This arc will be brought to completion with Avenger’s Endgame. Now would be a good time to 
look back and assess which gambles have worked and/or failed now that a full narrative arc has 
been completed. 

Over the course of time, many big and small characters have been adapted and redefined for 
modern audiences from their comic book origins. This has been particularly true thanks to 
Marvel Production’s dedication to finding directors who put their distinct imprint on their 
respective films while finding pockets to maintain continuity. This was certainly evident in 
Avengers Infinity War, which showed all the calling cards of The Russo Brothers (Winter Soldier, 
Civil War) prior films and then layered in the aesthetic choices of Ryan Coogler (Black Panther) 
when the action moved to Wakanda.  

Each film has been a leap of faith to see how willing audiences could be tested. Where can the 
story continue with the next phase? Marvel has been reticent to reveal their full slate of 
upcoming productions (to avoid spoilers and temper expectations). In the upcoming months, 
quite a bit will be announced to indicate where the franchises are moving independently and 
alongside each other. As a result, the roadmap for critical discourse will be getting set. This 
session will allow participants to look at the series either as a whole or within particular corners 
of the universe to jumpstart this conversation.  

Description  

This roundtable will be looking holistically at perspectives on the first 22 films in the MCU. This 
arc will be brought to completion with Avenger’s Endgame. Now would be a good time to look 
back and assess which gambles have worked and/or failed now that a narrative arc has been 
completed. Participants are encouraged to consider the MCU both as a whole as well as specific 
franchises under the overall banner.  

 

Video Games and Adaptation 

(Panel)  

 
Primary Area / Secondary Area  

Cultural Studies and Media Studies / Comparative Literature  

Chair(s)  

Ana Oancea (University of Delaware)  

Abstract  

This panel welcomes reflections on the process of adapting texts / films / graphic novels into 
video games, being open to theoretical analyses as well as to case studies (for example, of the 
narrative ecosystem of franchises). It seeks to bring together the most popular approaches to 
studying the medium -- narratological and ludological perspectives, as well as reflections on the 
translation of cinematic adaptation theory to the medium of video games – in order to ensure a 
rich conversation.  



Given the interactive nature of video games, our interpretation of adaptation also includes the 
player’s subversion of the scripted game narrative, the character assigned, or the setting 
offered. Fan-produced adaptations, such as video game mods and machinima, provide further 
opportunities to discuss the transformation of video games into different artifacts. Issues 
arising from video game production, such as translation / localization, complete our 
consideration of the adaptive process.  

Underlying the panelists’ engagement with these diverse analytical points of view is a shared 
interest in understanding how changes in medium inflect narrative, settings and characters. 
This dimension of our conversation will allow us to relate video games to the wider context of 
adaptation. At the same time, a discussion of video game production and consumption will 
allow the panel’s engagement with trans-media storytelling to explore the specificity of the 
video game medium.  

Description  

This panel welcomes papers on video games and adaptation, broadly conceived: theoretical 
takes on the adaptation process; critical assessments of text/film/graphic novel to video game 
adaptations; reflections on narrative development, characterization, space, and place in trans-
media storytelling. We are also interested in discussing issues of translation and localization 
and fan-produced adaptations, such as video game mods and machinima. 

  

The Circle of the Adaptations: Beyond the Boundaries of Genres 

(Roundtable)  

 
Primary Area / Secondary Area  

Cultural Studies and Media Studies  

Chair(s)  

Bora Kang (SUNY Binghamton University)  

Ruiyun Liao (SUNY Binghamton University)  

Abstract  

When we say "adaptation", we often recall certain types of formulas that turn from literature 
to film. In recent years, however, adaptation has been taking place across literature-film-TV 
shows, and the distinct starting point of originality has been blurred. According to Darwin's 
definition, adaptation is "a process by which an animal or plant species is fitted to its 
environment.” If we expand the aperture to the field of humanities-based on this definition, 
adaptation is no longer merely an additive function that supports the original and extends its 
vitality to a minimum, rather, it has a new value in itself, and at the same time provides a 
healthy circulation in which the original can survive in a changing socio-cultural environment. 
This session examines the theories and practices of adaptation. Our aim is to move beyond 
superficial comparisons on the pros or cons of the originals and adaptations. Moreover, we will 



explore the dynamic dialogues between multiple versions of adaptations, asking how and why 
adaptations recorded and modified their sources in a particular manner. 

The session will be including these questions but not limited to:  

Why adaptations were made in the first place? Does film have a “language” of its own and is 
adaptation thus a form of translation? Or do stories necessarily change when they are 
projected rather than printed? What are the perceptual differences in the relationships of the 
reader to book and spectator to film? What does it take to turn a failed novel into a bestselling 
movie? What does it take for a filmmaker to preserve the aesthetic value when they turn it 
from page to screen? What are the intrinsic natures and conventions of different narrative 
forms? And could a “transmedial” adaptation be considered a prototype of adaptations to 
come? 

 

Description  

This roundtable aims to reconsider the aesthetic value of adaptations when they are turned 
from page to screen, or screen to screen. Transmedial adaptations or adaptations within one 
media could be closely analyzed in detail, and this will allow us to appreciate and judge the 
adaptation process as an art in itself. Proposals for paper are expected to explore any aspects of 
adaptations from novel, short story, or theater to film or television show and from film to 
television show, among other possibilities.  

The 21st-century Disaster Film: Now It Gets Real 

(Panel)  

 
Primary Area / Secondary Area  

Cultural Studies and Media Studies / Interdisciplinary Humanities  

Chair(s)  

Rebecca Romanow (University of Rhode Island)  

Abstract  

In the 21st century, the disaster film has undergone a radical transformation; the changing 
nature and scope of what we understand as disaster has caused the formulaic and often campy 
genre conventions to dislodge, disrupt, and, frequently, disappear. The concept of disaster, 
once the province of giant sharks, “towering infernos,” and massive earthquakes, is now seen 
on film to address natural, climactic, human, economic, and war- and political-related disasters. 
These disasters –-and our anxieties and attitudes towards them--are then reflected in film, 
television, and streaming content.  

This panel will focus on representations concerning issues of the apocalypse, 
migration/immigration, extreme weather, terrorism, dystopia, hunger, poverty, and genocide. 
We will ask questions concerning how we define and understand the term "disaster" in the 21st 
century, and how we are telling and historicizing the difficult stories of these human, natural, 



and global events through film and televised media. As Gilbey points out “one of the timeless 
functions of cinematic storytelling is the way it allows us to explore in safety the fears that 
impinge occasionally on our daily lives. But that dynamic alters when reality itself is saturated 
into dread and anxiety.” That is certainly what we see in filmic content like Von Trier’s 
Melancholia, Cuarón’s Children of Men, or Miller’s new rendering of The Handmaid’s Tale. 

Gilbey asks the important question:"Perhaps it’s time for disaster film-makers to address why 
our world is so messed up, rather than imagining how much worse it could be." This panel will 
examine the seismic shifts in the conventions of the disaster film and explore the ways in which 
current filmmakers on all platforms attempt to perform Rose’s contention that, when we now 
experience the genre, "We all come out of it feeling more human. Perhaps that’s the best 
cinema can hope to achieve." 

Works Cited: 

Gilbey, Ryan. "In our troubled world, disaster movies are becoming obsolete.” The Guardian. 27 
Sep 2017. 

Rose, Steve. “‘They’re usually either enemies or victims’: The refugee crisis on screen.” The 
Guardian. 1 Dec 2017. 

Character Adaptation (Panel)  

 
Primary Area / Secondary Area  

Cultural Studies and Media Studies  

Chair(s)  

Ashley Polasek (De Montfort University)  

Abstract  

While it is common to associate the process of adaptation with a transfer of narrative, 
contemporary film and television have given us many adaptations that instead transfer 
character, not merely as a function of narrative, but as the primary adapted element. Character 
adaptation may be the result of drawing from unstable, insubstantial sources, as with figures 
from diffuse folkloric narratives like King Arthur and Robin Hood. In some cases, the narrative 
may be fundamentally unnavigable as a source, as with comic book characters adapted from 
multiple, often conflicting narrative sources, like Batman. Or, in the case of a popular hero like 
Sherlock Holmes, the history of continual and radically varied re-imagining on screen may affect 
the perception of the character such that through adaptation, the character transcends its 
narrative source to exist as an ersatz historical persona. 

This panel solicits papers that explore the process of character adaptation, interrogating the 
attributes of specific characters that transcend the narratives they initially served. Papers that 
examine the practical processes by which characters emerge as primary sources for adaptation 
and papers that examine multiple incarnations of the same adapted character are especially 
welcome. 



This session will be an important contribution to the discourse on Adaptation Studies. The 
discipline generally accepts the privileged position of narrative adaptation, and therefore 
character adaptation remains an under-defined area, despite the unsated public consumption 
of adapted characters like James Bond, Sherlock Holmes, and superheroes in the Marvel 
Cinematic Universe. Scholars who specialize in adaptations of specific characters rarely have a 
dedicated space that promotes the cross-pollination of ideas that would help flesh out and 
systematize the concepts that underpin their research. This session would provide such a space. 

Description  

Adaptation is often associated with a transfer of narrative, but contemporary film and 
television have given us many adaptations that instead transfer character, not merely as a 
function of narrative, but as the primary adapted element. Characters like Robin Hood, Batman, 
and Sherlock Holmes have been adapted beyond their insubstantial, unnavigable, and elastic 
narrative sources. This panel solicits papers that interrogate attributes of specific adapted 
characters that transcend the narratives they initially served. Papers that examine practical 
processes by which characters emerge as primary sources for adaptation and papers that 
examine multiple incarnations of the same character are especially welcome. 

Radioactive: Shaping & Sharing Nuclearity 

(Panel)  

 
Primary Area / Secondary Area  

Cultural Studies and Media Studies / Anglophone  

Chair(s)  

Sarah Fisher Davis (SUNY Stony Brook University)  

Abstract  

As human beings dramatically affect life and landscape on Earth, science and technology play a 
significant role in conversations about both environmental problems and their solutions. And 
few discoveries have had stronger supporters or stronger detractors than the harnessing of 
nuclear reactions for power. In Plutopia, Kate Brown claims, “Radioactive isotopes proved just 
as difficult to detect on earthly landscapes as on bodily ones.” This panel will attempt to 
“detect” and then interrogate the representation of nuclear weapons, energy, and waste within 
literary and public texts (in English) from across the globe. Relying on the growing 
interdisciplinary field of environmental humanities, participants will attempt to answer several 
key questions: How do authors and artists define or conceptualize or represent the “nuclear?” 
How do those representations change historically, geographically, and culturally? How does 
radiation affect the environment and the body in different ways, based on region, gender, race, 
and class? The panel is interested in analyzing a variety of media and genres – including novel, 
memoir, film, op-ed, comics, news stories – about nuclearity as humanity works to better 
understand the global ethics of scientific and technological advancement. 

Description  



Nuclearity, Gabrielle Hecht argues, is “a contested technopolitical category,” especially in 
conversations about global Anthropocentric climate change, energy production, and toxicants. 
This interdisciplinary panel seeks to explore how diverse textual forms represent nuclear 
weapons, power, and/or waste across historical, geographical, and cultural boundaries. What is 
considered “nuclear,” and (how) does that definition change for different environments and 
bodies? What might representations and rhetorics of nuclearity teach us about our current 
environmental crises, as well as our collective future? 

Media Matters: Film, Television, and Technology (Panel)  

 
Primary Area / Secondary Area  

Comparative Literature / Interdisciplinary Humanities  

Chair(s)  

David Bendiksen (University of Massachusetts)  

Abstract  

With the current rise in critical interest in media archaeology and materiality, we re-pose a 
question debated throughout the long history of film and television: what is the relationship 
between technology and the moving image? How do new technologies as well as the 
persistence or reprisal of old technologies influence and shape film and television style and 
form? Proposals which give special attention to technology and craft are especially encouraged.  

Description  

This panel welcomes proposals that explore the benefits of privileging an attention to 
technology and craft in our criticism. At a time when 4K imaging devices, 3D and augmented 
reality machines, and other filmmaking technologies are making vast leaps and bounds, we find 
it especially pertinent to reconsider the influence of technology upon the moving image.  

 


